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Humans have a complex and intimate relationship with their

objects. They accompany us as we go about our daily life tasks and

even invade our dreams, but what do they do I wonder when we

are not watching them? Anita Johnson rescues these objects once

discarded and re-associates them with the human body in

unexpected poetic ways with gestures of repair and mending.

Ladders grow feet, violins sow seeds in fields, metronomes play

tennis, and broken axes are comforted with upholstery.



Comforted (13 Unlucky Objects), 2022, series of 13 salvaged broken objects used in impact, upholstery fabric, piano hammers, 120 x 400 x 25 cm, $22,000



Comforted (Axe), salvaged broken axe, upholstery fabric, 
piano hammers, 81 x 23 x 8 cm, $2,000 Comforted (Cricket Bat), salvaged broken shovel, upholstery fabric, piano hammers, $2,300



Comforted (Ball Pein Hammer), salvaged broken ball pein hammer, upholstery 
fabric, piano hammers, 30.5 x 11 x 5 cm, $1,400 

Comforted (Hockey Stick), salvaged broken hockey stick, upholstery fabric, piano hammers, 
92 x 19 x 7 cm, $2,000



May the Road Rise Up to Meet You, Tenderly, 2022, salvaged broken objects, brass and possum skin, 93 x 17 x 26 cm, $4,400



Comforted (Golf Club), salvaged broken golf club, upholstery fabric, piano hammers, 117 x 11 x 11 cm, $1,800



Comforted (Hack Saw), salvaged broken hack saw, upholstery fabric, garter clips, piano hammers, 46 x 14 x 2.5 cm, $1,900



Comforted (Paddle Bat), salvaged broken paddle bat, piano hammer, tartan 
blanket, 51 x 20 x 6 cm, $1,800

Comforted (Pick Axe), salvaged broken pickaxe, wood,  upholstery 
fabric, piano hammers, 91 x 57 x 12 cm, $2,100



Comforted (Ping Pong Bat), salvaged broken ping pong bat, digital print on linen, 27 x 15.5 x 3 cm, $1,700



Comforted (Tennis Racquet 2), salvaged broken tennis racquet, 
upholstery fabric, piano hammers, 66 x 23 x 6.5 cm, $1,800

Comforted (Tenon Saw), salvaged broken tenon saw, wood, upholstery fabric, piano hammers, 38 x 16 x 6 cm, $1,900



Comforted (Shovel), salvaged broken shovel, upholstery fabric, piano 
hammers, 97 x 25 x 25 cm, $2,400

Comforted (Squash Racquet) salvaged broken racquet, upholstery 
fabric, piano hammers, 70 x 19 x 8 cm, $2,000



This Earth Keeps Me From Falling, Falling, 2019, walking stick, fired clay, 100 x 14 x 13 cm, $2,200



Tree, 2022, salvaged broken objects and gold leaf, 90 x 22.5 x 9 cm, $3,000



Things Hidden, 2022, salvaged broken objects, fabric, stockings, 140 x 45 x 20 cm, $3,600



Paddling Through the Clouds, 2021, salvaged broken objects, 258 x 43 x 7 cm, 
$4,400

A Song to Raise the Seeds By, 2021, salvaged broken objects, fabric, 
99 x 22x 12 cm, 3,300



Safety Pin, 2022, salvaged broken objects, 91 x 53 x 3.5 cm, $2,800 The Spare, 2021, salvaged broken objects and ceramic, 70 x 18 x 13 cm, $3,000



Unicycle, 2021, collected objects and safety pants, 166 x 37 x 27 cm, $3,200



Along the seam, 2022, salvaged broken objects and linoleum, 84 x 37 x 10cm, $2,800



Whisper in My Ear and I Will Carry Your Song, 2022, salvaged bugle, bronze cast of artists ear, wood and plaster, 35 x 35 x 44 cm, $4,400



Playing in the Saddle, 2022, salvaged broken chair, tennis racquets, fishing rod segment, broken show last, fabric, violin tuning pegs and metronome, 167 x 57 x 37 cm, $5,500



Bounce, 2022, tennis ball, resin, thread stitched into the wall, 54 x 37 x 6 cm, $1,200
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